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From Aéroport de Toulouse-Blagnac to Massat Village
Leave the airport and follow signs for Toulouse or “Autre Directions” and then signs
for Tarbes-Lourdes, Bordeaux, Montpelier, Foix-Tarbes until, after approximately 10
minutes, A64 Tarbes, St Gauden, etc Take this.
Continue on motorway (soon reaching the Peage 1.70 euro). Leave the motorway at
exit number 20 St. Girons (also Saint-Martory, Salies-du-Salat) and follow the D117
signs all the way to St Girons (arriving about 30 minutes after leaving the motorway).
At St Girons follow the direction for Foix and then Massat, anti-clockwise round the
town centre, and take the D618 through Eycheil, Lacourt and onwards, about 10-15
minutes, to roundabout.
Go straight on at the roundabout still on the D618, and signed to Massat, through
Castet de Aleu and then Biert, then arriving at Massat another 15 minutes later.
Drive straight on towards the village square and, just as you enter the
square, turn right. Le Tabac will be on your right on the corner. Follow the
narrow street with the butcher's on the right, along past the corner with
Maxil's bar and its little garden. Follow the road as it winds left between
houses, either side to begin with, for about a mile until it crosses a second
bridge, just after which there is a turning off to the left, signed Liers and
Eycherboul. Take this turning and follow the road alongside the river until,
just after passing over a small bridge, the road forks. Take the left hand
fork to Eycherboul and climb up the hill (three bends) until, after about
half a mile you see the gateway to Tapovan on the left. To take the tight
turn, reverse up the concrete ramp and then take a three (or more) point
turn and drive up the steep drive to the small parking area at the bottom
of the garden.

